
George Diamond
Illegal Transaction!.  This transaction ( "sales of properties" ) from Maria Papadiamanti to Demetrios Papadiamantis, is not a legal transaction since the properties were already willed to Mr. Demetrios Papadiamantis.  (This document referes to Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis as "Demetrios".  Both of these names refer to the same individual.

George Diamond
Fraud by Thalis!  As we have stated before in the complaint submitted to the Public Defender's office, Mr. Demetrios Papadiamantis was entrapped and the subject of a fraudulent tax act committed within the offices of the Tax Authority and perpetrated by Boula Milona and Ioannis Kiranis.  Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis  never received any funds since they had been already stolen by Thalis, Georgios Papavassiliou and Dimitri Bouros.  Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis was never accompanied to the Tax Authority's offices to sign any such document.

George Diamond
This is a LIE!Thalis Papavassiliou never accompanied Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis to sign any documents at the Tax Authority's offices.  All of Thalis and Georgios'Papavassiliou's actions were done behind the back of Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis.



George Diamond
Tax Authority's case is built on FRAUD!  The Tax Authority's case is built on the fraudulent tax filing and fraudulent sale of already willed real estate properties.  Everything that the Tax Authority has done since the entrapment of Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis has been built on fraudulent actions perpetrated by the Tax Authority personnel!

George Diamond
More FRAUD by Thalis and Georgios Papavassiliou!  Thalis and Georgios Papavassiliou failed to seek a legal statement from the National Bank of Greece stating that Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis did not receive any funds from the "sale of properties" by Maria Papadiamantis to her brother Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis.

George Diamond
No Summons Received!  Mr. Demetre Papadiamantis never received any summons from the Tax Authority.



George Diamond
It is not enough for Georgios Theodoros to continue believing their own lies, but they are also threateneing us with legal action!


